Abstract: Endothelial-Dysfunction (ED) screening is of primary importance to early diagnosis cardiovascular diseases. Recently, approaches to ED screening are focusing more and more on photoplethysmography (PPG)-signal analysis, which is performed in a threshold-sensitive way and may not be suitable for tackling the high variability of PPG signals. The goal of this work was to present an innovative machine-learning (ML) approach to ED screening that could tackle such variability. Two research hypotheses guided this work: (H1) ML can support ED screening by classifying PPG features; and (H2) classification performance can be improved when including also anthropometric features. To investigate H1 and H2, a new dataset was built from 59 subject. The dataset is balanced in terms of subjects with and without ED. Support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF) and k-nearest neighbors (KNN) classifiers were investigated for feature classification. With the leave-one-out evaluation protocol, the best classification results for H1 were obtained with SVM (accuracy = 71%, recall = 59%). When testing H2, the recall was further improved to 67%. Such results are a promising step for developing a novel and intelligent PPG device to assist clinicians in performing large scale and low cost ED screening.
Introduction
Cardiovascular Diseases (CVDs) refer to a class of cardiac disorders that, according to the European Heart Network, cause every year 3.9 million deaths in Europe, with estimated costs up to 210 billion euro per year [1] . As reported in the guidelines of the World Health Organization (https:// www.who.int/cardiovascular_diseases/guidelines/Pocket_GL_information/en/) for the assessment and management of cardiovascular risks, several factors (e.g., physical inactivity, tobacco use, and obesity) have been shown to influence CVD onset.
Moreover, when these factors are present, there is also a high probability of Endothelial Dysfunction (ED), which is actually recognized to be of primary importance to early diagnosis of CVDs [2] [3] [4] . In physiological conditions, the endothelial tissue regulates many functions, among which the most important are to maintain vascular homeostasis and modulate the vascular tone by balancing the production of vasodilators, including nitric oxide, and vasoconstrictors. In presence of ED, the endothelium is liable to anatomical alteration (e.g., smooth muscle cell proliferation and migration, leukocyte adhesion and migration) and its regulation mechanisms are compromised [5, 6] .
The current gold standard technique for ED diagnosis is the Flow Mediated Dilatation (FMD), which uses high-resolution UltraSound (US) signals acquired on subject arm. FMD is measured after a 5-min arm compression followed by relaxation and measured as the percentage increase of the resulted maximum brachial-artery diameter with respect to the baseline diameter [7] . FMD computation is, however, operator dependent, expensive and requires an expert clinician, thus not suitable for screening purposes.
To overcome these limitations, studies in the clinical literature highlight the efficacy of PhotoPlethysmoGraphy (PPG) in assessing ED [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . PPG is a noninvasive optical technique in which PPG sensors are applied on subject's fingers to measure changes in blood volume as a function of time [13, 14] . From the PPG signal, similar to US-based analysis, the incremental ratio of the PPG signal amplitude (with respect to its baseline) is evaluated by clinicians in a sensitive, threshold-based way (not being compatible with the high variability of the PPG signals).
To successfully tackle data variability, different researchers in similar contexts exploited Machine-Learning (ML) techniques. For example, Weng et al. [15] adopted Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), Gradient Boosting Machines (GBM) and Neural Networks (NN) with 30 features extracted from electronic health records (EHRs) (such as blood pressure, Body Mass Index (BMI), gender, etc.) to identify patients at risk of developing CVDs. They obtained overall classification recalls of 65.3% (RF), 67.1% (LR), 67.5% (GBM), and 67.5% (NN). Similarly, Boursalie et al. [16] used Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to classify features from wearable sensors and EHRs, achieving a classification accuracy of 90.5%. Work similar to that proposed in this paper is reported in [17] , where several ML classifiers (such as SVM and RF) are investigated for the specific task of ED classification, although it focuses on features extracted from FMD data.
Considering the clinical relevance of early-diagnosing ED from PPG data (over the FMD ones), the goal of this research was to test if ML methodologies are suitable for ED classification starting from PPG-signal analysis, by providing a fast and low cost approach to the problem. Specifically, we investigated the following two hypotheses: Hypothesis 1 (H1). ML techniques can classify ED by PPG features.
Hypothesis 2 (H2). Including anthropometric features may improve classification results.
Due to the lack of work in this field of research to test H1 and H2, a new publicly available dataset, the PPG Endothelial Dysfunction Dataset (ppgEDD), was collected (http://vrai.dii.univpm.it/ content/ppgEDD-dataset).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives details on the EDD and the features used for endothelial dysfunction classification. Results and conclusions are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Methods
This section presents the proposed approach to ED screening from PPG data (Section 2.1) and the experimental protocol used to investigate H1 and H2 (Section 2.2).
Endothelial-Dysfunction screening methodology
The proposed method consists of the following steps: (i) data collection (Section 2.1.1); (ii) feature extraction (Section 2.1.2); and (iii) classification (Section 2.1.3). The workflow of the approach is shown in Figure 1 . 
PPG Endothelial-Dysfunction-Dataset Collection
The ppgEDD was built from 59 voluntary patients. Thirty-one subjects (F/M = 28/31, age = 39 ± 16 years) were healthy and the remaining ones had ED. The PPG-signal acquisition was carried out in the morning, in an environment with comfortable temperature and in absence of noise. Each subject was in the room at least half an hour before the exam to let his/her body to adapt to the temperature. All subjects respected the following instructions: 
PPG processing
The PPG signal was obtained by measuring infrared light passing through finger skin. A LED light is diffused through the human tissue and then detected by a photo-detector located at the opposite side of the LED. The transmittance varies over time in accordance with variations in the blood volume. The device that records the PPG signal provides two different type of information: the signal that represents the light that is detected by a photo-detector (light transmitted) and the transmittance, which is the proportion of the incident (approaching) light that travels through the tissue to the photo-detector. The PPG signal is modulated by each cardiac cycle and may be influenced by several factors, such as breathing and movements. Moreover, the PPG signals may vary according to blood-oxygen saturation, skin temperatures, skin structure and external factors such as light in the environment. The aim of the pre-processing phase is reducing the PPG distortions, which may be observed in the wave profiles and may influence the features extraction, thus negatively impacting the subsequent phases of signal processing and the final diagnosis. For this reason, the following filters were applied on the PPG signal:
• Noise: Inevitably, the PPG signal contained high-frequency noise, which resulted from ambient light, thermal noise and other unclassified noise. The power line represented another noise source characterized by 50 Hz sinusoidal interference, probably accompanied by a number of harmonics [18] . To remove this noise, a simple filtering approach was applied, i.e., low-pass filter with 20 dB attenuation at 8 Hz [19] .
• Baseline wander: Baseline wander filtering was required in order to minimize changes in beat morphology, which did not have cardiac origin [18] . The technique used for baseline wander filtering consisted in down-sampling the PPG signal to 2 Hz, followed by forward/backwards filtering using a second-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz [20] . After that, the signal was unsampled and subtracted from the original PPG signal.
• Outliers: To remove outliers, the "isoutlier" function (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), was applied to the PPG signal. A point was considered outlier when its value was more than three scaled median absolute deviations (MAD) away from the PPG signal median. The outliers were detected every 10 s and they were replaced by the mean value calculated in the same interval.
The sampling frequency of the PPG signal recorded by the VenoScreen device was 200 Hz. ED gold standard classification was obtained by evaluating the PPG signal as in the actual clinical practice (Section 1).
Feature Extraction

PPG features
Inspired by the authors of [21, 22] , who proved the heart rate and augmentation index correlate with ED, and considering the work in [23] , where a set of PPG features are shown to be potentially related to CVDs, in this work, we identified the following as features:
Systolic Amplitude (SA):
where M S 1 and M F 1 are the PPG signal amplitude in S 1 (systolic peak) and F 1 (dicrotic point before the systolic peak).
2.
Inflection Point Area ratio (IPA):
where area A1 and area A2 are obtained by dividing the pulse area into two areas at the dicrotic notch.
3.
Pulse Interval (PI):
4. Hearth Rate (HR):
where t S 2 is the time at which the second systolic peak occurred.
5.
Delta T , which is the time between the systolic and diastolic peaks:
where t E 1 is the time of diastolic peak. 6.
Stiffness Index (SI):
where H P is the subject's height. 7.
Augmentation Index (AI):
where M S 2 and M F 2 are the PPG signal amplitude in S 2 (systolic peak) and F 2 (dicrotic point before the systolic peak), and M E 2 is the PPG signal amplitude in E 2 (diastolic peak).
Recovery Time (RT).
RT indicates how many seconds, from the maximum value of the PPG during the post-occlusion phase, are required to return to PPG pre-occlusion condition (Figure 3a ).
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(a) PPG signal sample. For the extraction of the features from the PPG signal, ten beats were selected randomly during the pre-occlusion phase. The fiducial points were identified for each beat ( C1, C2, E1, E2, F1, F2, S1, and S2) to identify and quantify the parameters. Finally, the mean for each feature was calculated.
Anthropometric features
Considering our previous experience in this field [17] , the following anthropometric features were investigated: age, BMI and pulse pressure (PP), (i.e., the difference between systolic and diastolic blood pressure at rests measured with the sphygmomanometer) [24] .
Classification
To perform feature classification, SVMs were implemented [25] . Indeed, SVM decisions are only determined by the support vectors, which makes SVM robust to noise in training data. Here, SVM with the Gaussian kernel (Ψ) was used to prevent parameter proliferation while lowering computational complexity and limiting overfitting. For our binary classification problem, given a training set of
, where x k is the kth input feature vector and y k is the kth output label, the SVM decision function takes the form of as follows:
where
b is a real constant and a * k is retrieved as follow:
γ and C were retrieved with grid search, as explained more in detail in Section 2.2. For the sake of completeness, the performance of other classifiers, i.e., k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [26] and RF [27] , were investigated too.
Prior to classification, the feature matrices were normalized within each feature dimension.
Experimental protocol
To investigate the two hypotheses mentioned in Section 1, different set of features were considered (as introduced in Section 2.1.2):
• For H1, eight PPG features were used (Table 1) .
• For H2, 11 features (three anthropometric features (Table 2) as well as eight PPG features) were used. Considering the limited size of ppgEDD, Leave-One-Out (LOO) cross validation (CV) was implemented for testing purposes, as suggested in the ML literature (e.g., [28] ). LOO-CV implies that, each time, 58 patients were used for training and the remaining one for testing.
During the training phase, classifier-hyperparameter tuning was implemented using a grid-search and LOO-CV approach. For SVMs, the grid-search space for γ and C was set to [1, 0.1, 0.001, 0.0001] and [1, 10, 100, 1000], respectively. The grid-search space for KNN number of neighbors was [1, 3, 5, 7, 9] and that for the number of trees for RF was [5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40] .
The performance of each classifier was evaluated in terms of accuracy (Acc), recall (Rec) and precision (Prec):
where TP and FN refer to subjects with ED that were and were not classified correctly, respectively, and TN and FP refer to subjects without ED that were and were not classified correctly, respectively. All the experiments were implemented using scikit-learn Python libraries https://scikit-learn. org/stable/index.html.
Results
We tested our approach on the ppgEDD dataset to compare the endothelial function differences between patient with ED (n = 28) and patient without the disease (n = 31) based on the PPG signal. A full leave-one-out cross-validation was performed in our experiments procedure described in Section 2.2. In Tables 3 and 4 , the performance of each classifier is shown for H1 and H2, respectively. For H1, the best performance in terms of accuracy (Acc = 71%) was obtained with SVM, with a recall of 59% and a precision of 73%. The confusion matrices for KNN, RF and SVM are shown in Figure 4a -c.
When investigating H2, as shown in Table 4 , the SVM classification results were still the best, with a further improvement to 67% (Rec) and 69% (Prec). The normalized confusion matrices for KNN, RF and SVM are shown in Figure 4d .
The tested classifiers achieved encouraging results, with the best performance achieved by SVM (accuracy = 71%, recall = 67%). As reported in the literature [29] ), similarity in performance metrics among the ML methods may be due to the fact that the analyzed dataset and the feature space were small. 
Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we presented and evaluated an innovative learning-based approach to ED screening from PPG data. Two different hypotheses were investigated for ED classification, i.e., using (H1) only PPG features and (H2) including also anthropometric features. Three ML classifiers (i.e., SVM, KNN and RF) were tested.
With H1 and H2, we showed that the proposed feature set can be promising for ED screening, even though further investigation is needed, e.g., to increase the ppgEDD dataset size numerosity. Results achieved when investigating H2 suggest that including anthropometric features is useful, as in accord with previous work in the literature (e.g., [17] ).
The experimental results show that SVM outperformed KNN and RF. This is probably due to the SVM's ability to tackle: (1) the dimension of our feature space, which was high when compared with the number of ppgEDD subjects; and (2) the noise present in the PPG data.
The main novelty of this study relies on the fact that PPG features were used in combination with anthropometric ones to classify ED. The results verify that the ED SVM classification method significantly improved the generalization capability achievable with the SVM classifier. Another advantage of the SVM approach was found in its high sparseness, explained by the fact that the adopted optimization criterion was based on minimizing the number of support vectors.
As future work, we would like to investigate other anthropometric features, such as dyslipidemia and smoking habits, integrating PPG data with data coming from structured electronic-health-record datasets. Furthermore, we will investigate other features extracted from the PPG signal, such as those proposed in [30] to compute the diastolic and systolic pressure, and in [31, 32] to analyze the ECG waveform. Our expectation is that research on this new ML approach based on PPG features will be empowered by the proposed work. Surely the prediction of ED based on this approach should be further explored using machine learning with other large clinical datasets and in other populations.
In conclusion, it is acknowledged that further research is required to ameliorate the algorithm as to offer all possible support for diagnosis, but the results presented here are surely a promising step towards a helpful intelligent PPG system to support the screening of ED. Funding: This research received no external funding.
